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Comments

qemist • 23 points • 24 June, 2020 12:56 AM 

Objectification is a bogus concept anyway.

MingSushi • 17 points • 24 June, 2020 03:43 AM 

I always love how it’s “objectifying” women when a man sleeps around with them but for some reason, women
are supposed to be empowered and become “sex goddesses” by sleeping around with men.

confnused • 4 points • 24 June, 2020 05:49 AM 

what? you didnt know that its not objectifying when women do it?? its 2020 man cmon!

spaghettbaguett • 2 points • 24 June, 2020 11:09 AM 

yeah, female owned news agencies are like that

when a woman sleeps with like 200 dudes in a year, she's a (secretly std ridden) woke empowered goddess, but
when a dude sleeps with like 2 in a year? man's a objectifying womanizer

also according to their "logic" how does a woman become a woke empowered goddess if the dude's are hella
chastised when they sleep with her? the double standards here are wack as fuck as it's easy for an average girl to
sleep with as many dude's as she wants but pretty darn hard for a dude to sleep with even like 3, because a
woman can pretty much just be like "yo dude you look hung (or any other thing the woman's interested in) come
bang me"

at least 80% of the time (because married men who don't cheat, and of course dude's who don't like women, and
also dude's who find the woman repellant instead of attractive) the dude will say "yeah alright" and do it

however if a dude says to a girl with big breasts or whatever he's interested in to bang him, the chance for her to
accept is somewhere between 0% and 0.01%. so yeah

the-mega-sad • 1 point • 24 June, 2020 09:33 PM 

Myths: the wage gap and any kind of privilege aside from work privilege

Truth: feminism is sexism and double standards are everywhere

DoodleDoge00 • 1 point • 26 June, 2020 12:27 AM 

"You are not just a clown, you are the entire circus"
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